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SEC's Stunning Trial Loss Rattles Its Insider Trading
Strategy
By Dean Seal

Law360 (December 16, 2021, 8:40 PM EST) -- The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission's
shocking defeat in a recent insider trading trial marks a rare snub of the agency's time-tested
reliance in court on statistical evidence of suspicious trading.
In a near-unheard-of move Monday, a Virginia federal judge ended the SEC's trial against
Christopher Clark without hearing Clark's arguments or allowing the jury to weigh in, finding that
the SEC hadn't offered persuasive circumstantial evidence that the mortgage broker had traded on
material, nonpublic information about his brother-in-law's information technology advisory firm.
U.S. District Judge Claude M. Hilton said the SEC's data-driven evidence of Clark's "highly
suspicious trading" amid regular communications with his brother-in-law, whose IT consulting firm
was negotiating a merger, were not suspicious enough to "give rise to an inference that he
received the insider information."
The ruling stands out for a number of reasons. The SEC's insider trading cases are usually settled,
often before a suit is filed in federal court. They seldom make it to trial, and when they do, they
seemingly never get resolved before both sides have presented arguments.
But Judge Hilton's decision raises questions about how far the SEC's market surveillance tools can
go in persuading a court that illegal trading could have occurred. Some securities attorneys are
hailing the ruling as a challenge to the SEC's appetite for bringing insider trading cases based on
statistical data without more direct evidence — like an email exchange or damning witness
testimony — that confidential information was shared.
The SEC had claimed that Clark communicated with his brother-in-law, William Wright, "by
phone, text, and in person, including while Clark coached [his] daughters' basketball team and at
family holiday events," before making trades of stock in CEB Inc., where Wright was the corporate
controller at the time. These trades, the agency said, went on to have a statistically "improbable
success rate."
When the SEC wrapped up its arguments at trial and before the defense made its case, Clark's
counsel put in a so-called Rule 50 motion, or motion for judgment as a matter of law, arguing that
the agency hadn't built the kind of evidentiary record that could lead a jury to find in its favor.
Though he was convinced that the SEC had built its case "on smoke and mirrors," Mark
Cummings, Clark's attorney, said that filing a Rule 50 motion at that stage of a case is "a matter
of course."
When Judge Hilton granted the motion Monday, Cummings was just as surprised as anyone else.
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"You could've knocked me over with a feather," he told Law360.
Judge Hilton said Clark and Wright's personal relationship could easily explain their frequent
communications, and the "fact that [Clark] been a little more successful and didn't lose money, I
don't think that tells us anything." And while Clark did finance his CEB trades by borrowing
money, opening credit lines and mortgaging his car, he was not in a dire financial situation, the
judge said.
"It's just a matter of speculation," Judge Hilton said. "I mean, the government can speculate that
he made a little too much money, he was a little too successful or more successful than he ought
to be, so therefore he's getting insider information, but there's no evidence of it."
The outcome is jarring for an otherwise typical SEC insider trading case that involved a relatively
modest sum of money in controversy (less than $300,000) and a type of trading — buying out-ofthe-money call options in a company approaching a merger — that gets frequently targeted.
The SEC's insider trading cases frequently come together as a patchwork of circumstantial
evidence that "leans hard on inferences and timing and trading," according to Washington and Lee
University School of Law professor Karen Woody, and the fact pattern in Clark's case was far from
unusual.
"I would be psyched if I was the SEC and these were my facts," Woody told Law360. "So I think
this probably stunned everyone, that it was tossed out of hand."
John Reed Stark, a senior lecturing fellow at Duke Law School, called the ruling "an extraordinarily
unusual result" which undercuts the notion that "just because something is statistically unusual
means it's a securities violation."
Statistical evidence of illicit trading like the kind at play in Clark's case should serve as a jumping
off point for an SEC investigation, not the fulcrum of an enforcement action, according to Stark, a
former chief of the SEC's Office of Internet Enforcement.
"The SEC was expecting some sort of presumption of wrongdoing because of the suspicious nature
of the trading," he told Law360. "The judge said, very specifically, that that trading is not
evidence."
Several attorneys agreed that the SEC has been too quick in bringing insider trading cases based
primarily on trading flagged by its data analytics tools and, as Baker McKenzie partner Perrie
Weiner puts it, a "string of circumstantial evidence" that it cobbles together.
SEC insider trading actions entail civil claims and thus put a lighter burden of proof on the
regulator than criminal insider trading claims do for federal prosecutors, but not unlike criminal
insider trading claims, an SEC action can have devastating effects on a person's career and
reputation.
Weiner argues that the SEC should therefore face higher hurdles to proving an insider trading
case, and offer more than algorithmically matched "phone calls, meetings and what they deem
suspicious trading activity, that merely appears to be consistent with insider trading."
"Rather, there needs to be actual, concrete evidence of insider trading," he told Law360.
Judge Hilton clearly shared that sentiment, though not everyone is seeing Monday's ruling as a
triumph.
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Dan Taylor has done extensive research on insider trading as a professor at the Wharton School of
the University of Pennsylvania, and he said the evidence in Clark's case was "far stronger" than
what has been offered in other cases that the SEC typically prevails on.
The kinds of trades that occurred "in these circumstances, in this time frame, right after these
phone calls, is just so out of the ordinary, so extraordinary," Taylor told Law360. The fact that the
judge dismissed the case could come down to what Taylor sees as a larger problem with the way
the SEC, prosecutors and plaintiff counsel in insider trading cases understand and convincingly
present statistical evidence to a fact finder.
"I'm not a lawyer, I don't pretend to be, but I think lawyers should recognize that they don't quite
understand or value the power of data," Taylor said. "In this particular case, you could calculate
and go to the jury and say, 'look, the odds of these occurring is beyond the odds of winning the
Powerball.'"
The defense can of course counter that characterization — "say 'he's a gambler' or something like
that," Taylor said — but Judge Hilton effectively made that finding on his own in Clark's case.
Monday's ruling indicates that lawyers and judges have "not yet embraced the role of data" in
detecting and prosecuting insider trading and instead put too much emphasis on uncovering some
kind of smoking gun, according to Taylor.
"I read this case as saying that you have to have emails or text messages that explicitly say
something that would lead to trading on material nonpublic information," he said. "The lesson
here is: 'Don't communicate with your source via email or text message, communicate with them
via phone, and make sure that your source isn't going to tattle on you.'"
It remains to be seen whether the SEC appeals the judge's order or if the decision has any
broader effect on the regulator's approach to insider trading enforcement. Stark of Duke
University said that district court case losses are rare enough for the SEC that, when they occur,
"it's almost as if they've lost a Supreme Court case" and could impact the enforcement staff's
decision-making process.
But while the fact pattern involved is familiar, the Clark case is unique for having played out in the
Eastern District of Virginia, far from the Southern District of New York where the SEC usually files
its insider trading lawsuits. The result could have easily gone in a different direction if it'd been
tried before a federal judge that routinely handles insider trading cases, or one of the SEC's inhouse administrative law judges.
"I think this will be one that they kind of bury," according to Woody, who specializes in securities
law and white collar crime at Washington and Lee. "They'll still barrel forward knowing that they
have a lot of precedent on the books of winning cases that have less evidence than what we have
here."
--Editing by Andrew Cohen.
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